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Some good news in these tougher times of clients being not so receptive to 
financial planning advice directed to investment outcomes (and 
superannuation), is that advisers can focus a lot more on “strategy-based” 

financial planning. New breed insurance bonds are tailor made for this changed 
focus, because they are inherently about meeting long–dated “strategy-based” 
objectives with greatly improved performance capabilities. 

Besides being an avenue for improving “after-tax” investment performance, insurance 
bonds are the way to build into client financial plans the accumulation of “tax-free”1 

lump sums for major “life-event” objectives. These include education financing, 
children’s endowments (e.g. for home deposits); succession funding, sinking fund 
strategies, health contingency funds, and in many estate planning applications. 

Importantly for younger clients, superannuation is simply not an accessible 
investment for meeting these life-event objectives, and for many older clients super’s 
age-based contribution restrictions and the work-test denies access.

Insurance bonds can also meet many narrower client-specific objectives, such as 
qualifying for government benefits and rebates, in aged care strategies and controlling 
tax bracket creep. This is because they do not generate “assessable income” for 
personal taxation purposes – this outcome is also at the crux of the considerable 
benefits of insurance bonds established inside a trust as investment assets. (See later)

For financial planners and their practices, the current environment also brings into 
prominence other attractive characteristics of insurance bonds:

l FUM, where written via insurance bond investment platforms has far greater 
immunisation from the effects of market volatility and investor short-termism; 
and

l Dealer groups that embrace long-term, strategy based financial planning 
products, such as insurance bonds better underpin their practices’ value and 
more securely annuitise their future remuneration.
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THE RE-EMERGING INSURANCE BOND MARKET
The 1980s and early 1990s were the heyday for insurance bonds,2 
however from the mid 1990’s onwards, they lost support of 
financial planners and retail investors. A major contributor was 
the perceived removal of means-tested pension advantages, 
however the “lost” decade was more due to modest investment 
performance and antiquated investment structures concentrated 
on capital guaranteed business. 

Quite simply, the life industry failed to move insurance bonds 
with the times by introducing modern multi-optioned 
investment platforms with switching facilities to higher 
performing equity and property options.

The insurance bond market today is springing back to life with 
new entrants and existing issuers re-emerging with updated 
products and expansive investment menus. Of significance, is 
the re-entry of major player AMP, which after a long absence 
recently launched a new bond with nine investment options in 
August 2008. 

Other active insurance bond promoters include: ING, 
Commonwealth Bank, IOOF Lifeplan, Australian Unity, Over 
Fifty, and Austock Life.

NEW BREED INSURANCE BOND MASTER FUNDS
The re-kindling interest and new breed insurance bonds are 
typified by the imputation bond, which innovatively combines 
the long established taxation benefits of an insurance bond with 
a modern, investment platform. It offers a menu of 25 investment 
portfolios giving investors a selection of some of Australia’s best 
wholesale managed funds.

Imputation bonds are growth accumulation investments. They do 
not distribute assessable income each year – all gains, (both income 
and capital) from the underlying managed funds (UMFs), are 
automatically reinvested in each of the bond’s 25 portfolios. This 
means the pool of investable funds is bigger, (due to the personal 
tax savings) and investment compounding benefits are amplified in 
each portfolio’s “tax-paid”3 investment environment.

An expansive investment structure

The new breed insurance bond operates like a mini master 
fund to access a menu of managed funds under a tax-paid 
investment environment. This radically changes the bond’s 
performance capabilities.

In the case of the imputation bond, generally each of its 25 options 
is fully invested into one wholesale UMF, and most UMFs are 
sector specific. Its menu is separated into three distinct strategies, 
leaving it to investors to construct their bond’s own portfolio mix 
across these strategies by drawing from the 25 selections. 

Figure 1.  The modern insurance bond investment structure – imputation bonds
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Protections and security of the entity and 
product structure

An imputation bond is technically a life policy that constitutes 
an “investment linked contract”4 and is structured under Austock 
Life’s corporate entity using the “benefit fund” concept.5  Under 
the Life Insurance Act 1995, these benefit funds must be held as 
“distinct and separate”6 funds within the company’s structure. 
This means they are “ring-fenced” and quarantined separate 
pools of investment assets.

Importantly, benefit funds will stand as independent pools and 
are protected from financial problems that could occur in the 
company’s’ management fund or due to any contagion effect 
from other benefit funds. Their freestanding and independent 
legal status means they would not be caught-up in any wind-up 
of the company, (or in any wind-up of another benefit fund.) 
Additionally, benefit funds per se can be transferred to another 
life office, either voluntarily or at the direction of the Australian 
Prudential Regulation Authority.

COMPARING INVESTMENT STRUCTURES
In order to gain better insight into the modern insurance bond, 
it is useful to examine its workings and features in comparison to 
other commonly used investment structures.

Imputation bonds and superannuation

Australia has two basic tax-paid investment product frameworks 
– superannuation and insurance bonds – and both are aimed at 
long-term savings and investment with special tax concessions.

Superannuation has a superior lower-taxed environment, 
however there are trade-off rules governing when and how 
much can be invested, and access restrictions until retirement 
after the preservation age of 55 to 60 years. 

Although, insurance bonds have a higher nominal 30 per cent 
portfolio tax rate, they entail lesser trade-offs than super in 
terms of having no contribution caps or age-based/work-test 
restrictions, nor preservation age rules restricting access to 
the investment.

Table 1.  Re-evaluating a very good tax structure

Investment compounding occurs under a tax-paid environment with personal tax rate 
“arbitrage” advantages between an investor’s higher marginal tax rate (MTR) plus  
Medicare levy (e.g. 41.5% or more) and effective lower tax-paid rates that internally  
apply at investment portfolio level. 

In most cases, the imputation bonds 25 investment portfolios 
have tax rates are below 30% – and currently range between 
16% and 29.5%.

Investment proceeds accessed after 10 years, (and beyond) are personally tax-free  
– there is neither tax nor CGT on distributions or ongoing access by investors.

Insurance bonds are most tax-effective after 10 years. The 
“10-year bond” tag is a bit of a misnomer – imputation bonds 
can be structured with terms up to 99 years.

Distributions to bond owners, their nominated beneficiaries or via their estates at bond maturity 
due to death (of the nominated life insured) are tax-free at any time – pre or post 10 years.

Financial advisers should fully embrace this, because it is 
the key to an array of novel estate planning strategies 
– especially for older clients with short life expectancies.

Tax-free distributions also occur if a bond’s proceeds must be paid out due to unforeseen 
serious financial difficulties of the investor or due to disability or serious illness  
affecting the bond’s nominated life insured (who can be the investor or someone else).

Tax-free treatment for these types of distributions is  
not widely appreciated.

Personal tax deferral benefits on investment growth accessed within 10 years7 – and a  
valuable 30% personal tax offset available within that period.

It is also little appreciated that the 30% tax offset is  
not fully not absorbed against the bond, it can be used 
against other tax liabilities, including tax on capital gains, 
ordinary salary income, or other investment income.*

Investors can contribute up to 125% of the amount contributed in the immediately preceding  
bond year without re-starting the bond’s “tax-clock”. The attraction is that ever increasing  
levels of additional contributions can be made closer and closer to the bond’s optimal  
post-10 year tax-free status. 8

The imputation bond’s tax-free post 10-year tax status 
can be “supercharged” because the benefits of the  
125% rule can be continued by making contributions  
beyond the 10-year mark.

Under an insurance bond master “umbrella” switching between investment options can 
happen without affecting the bond’s tax status, nor triggering taxable events for personal 
tax or CGT. This gives tax-freedom for planners when modifying a client’s investment strategy.

Yet another little appreciated financial planning feature and 
a major comparative advantage against “flow-through” 
tax implications of master “trusts” structures. 4(a) The latter 
involves unit redemptions and acquisitions resulting in capital 
gains or losses that must be reported and tax liabilities met.

Imputation bonds can be transferred to other owners without personal tax or CGT.9 For tax assessability purposes, the new transferee bond 
owner can step into the shoes of the former bond owner, 
and importantly with full preservation of the bond’s tax 
advantaged status.

Imputation bonds have no burdensome annual personal taxation obligations or CGT reporting 
for investors (except for any withdrawals within 10 years). They are also exempt from tax file 
number (TFN) notification requirements.

They are “set-and-forget” investments – a particularly 
valuable feature when using bonds in long-term education and 
estate planning strategies.
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Importantly, both investment structures can make tax-free 
distributions to investors. In general terms, for superannuation 
this is for access once investors reach age 60 or at death (but only 
with dependant beneficiaries), whilst for insurance bonds receipts 
are tax-free when paid after 10 years, or in circumstances of 
death (regardless of dependant status of beneficiaries), disability 
or illness of life insured or in unforeseen serious financial hardship 
of investor. 

Imputation bonds and private trusts

This comparison can be usefully looked at from two 
perspectives:

Imputation bonds as trust alternatives
In this context, although not being an annually taxed, flow-
through structure, an imputation bond in other respects can 
effectively replicate (and better) certain private trusts-like 
qualities and objectives. 

Key perspectives include recognising that a non-distributing 
trust is effectively a tax-paid structure (albeit at 46.5 per cent) 
and that both bonds and trusts have capacity for income splitting 
and vesting of specific beneficiary entitlements. For small trusts 
and estates, a bond can be far better on tax, administrative 
efficiency and cost grounds.

Imputation bonds inside trust
Because insurance bonds do not produce annual assessable 
income, the upshot of using an imputation bond as a trust’s sole 
internal investment mechanism is that the trust will have nothing 
to distribute, nor any CGT consequences when modifying its 
investment strategy via the bond. This “bond in a trust” outcome 
is central to using imputation bonds in aged care strategies.

Another good illustration of the benefits would be using a 
bond as the sole asset of a testamentary trust intended to 
distribute to or maintain minors. Besides tax and administrative 
simplicity, distributions to children within the bond’s first 10 
years could be made under the adult tax-free threshold of 
$14,000 as trust distributions.10 

Imputation bonds and private companies

There are strong parallels between certain core tax elements of 
private companies and imputation bonds:

l Essentially, both are internally tax-paid structures, and

l both can involve a form of imputation crediting on their 
distributions to underlying shareholders or unit holders.

There are also some significant differences arising mainly in the 
form and tax treatment of distributions:

l Dividends are fully taxable at the shareholders MTR, whilst 
imputation bond access within 10 years is far more 
advantaged because distributions can be made on a pro-rata 
capital/income MTR basis; and

l of course for bonds, all post 10 year distributions are tax-free.

IMPUTATION BONDS AND FINANCIAL PLANNING 
STRATEGIES – A VALUABLE ESTATE PLANNING TOOL KIT
Estate planning is a largely untapped and growing market for 
financial planners – and imputation bonds have a valuable estate 
planning “tool–kit” enabling tax-effective and private 
inheritances outside wills and legal estate procedures. 

The key to this is that an insurance bond’s maturity due to the 
death of its life insured, (whether pre or post 10 years), causes its 
proceeds to pass as “tax-free” distributions to the bond’s nominated 
beneficiaries or the bond owner’s legal estate beneficiaries.11 

Imputation Bonds have five main estate planning tools:

Bond nominations

Imputation bonds can be set up with multiple nominated 
beneficiaries, who receive its investment benefits if a death 
maturity occurs prior to the end of the bond’s selected 
investment term. 

This enables advisers to undertake some meaningful estate 
planning for clients by appointing multiple beneficiaries with set 
or variable entitlements structured to vest either jointly or under 
estate survivorship arrangements. 

 Superannuation  Imputation bonds

Duration and vesting Retirement after preservation age or earlier death  At term (1-99 yrs) or earlier death of the life insured

Control and access Limited control – no access until preservation Bond owner(s) control and unrestricted access

Changing ownership No Yes – tax effectively by assignment

Asset protection Yes – policy / account and proceeds (unlimited) Yes – bond and proceeds (unlimited)

Borrowing against Prohibited Bond can be used as security – the borrowing costs 
  may be deductible if the borrowing is used for income  
  producing purposes.

Tax – entity / structure Tax-paid – 15% income and CGT at 10% on realised  Tax-paid (income and capital) at “effective” 
 gains after one yr 16% – 29.5% or nominal 30%

Tax – distributions and access Tax-free access after age 60 and death if paid to dependants Tax-free after 10 yrs and death 

Tax – CGT CGT discount -10% on realised gains after one yr;  No CGT – for investors, beneficiaries or portfolios. 
 capital losses not deductible against ordinary income All losses deductible against income.

Tax – investment option switching Yes – no personal tax or CGT on switching Same as super

Tax reporting None for investor in public offer funds  None for investor 
 Considerable for SMSFs TFN required No TFN required

Table 2.  
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 Private trusts  Imputation bonds

Duration and vesting Commonly 80 years and trust terms define a range of  At term (1-99 yrs) or earlier death of the life insured 
 events for distributions/vesting

Control Trustees control, but appointer may override Bond owner(s) control 

Changing ownership Yes – by appointer and tax / CGT consequences Yes – tax effectively by assignment

Asset protection Yes- trust assets protected against creditors Yes – bond & proceeds (unlimited)

Borrowing Borrowing at the trust level usually allowed Bond can be used as security – deductible if borrowing  
  used for income-producing purposes

Tax – entity / structure Retained trust income annually tax-paid at top MTR  Tax-Paid (income and capital) at “effective”  
 46.5% (i.e. undistributed trust income and capital gains)  16% – 29.5% or nominal 30%  

Tax – losses Net fund losses cannot be distributed to beneficiaries Losses applied against net portfolio growth

Tax –  distributions and  Beneficiaries annually taxed at MTR on distributed Gains taxable at bond owner’s MTR (reducing to 2/3 
credits and offsets income(whether reinvested or not) in the 9th and 1/3 in 10th yr), but 30% tax offset 
  Tax-free after 10 yrs and death

 Franking credits flow through trust distributions Franking credits used at bond fund level to equalise 
 to beneficiaries effective tax rate

Tax – income splitting May discretionally distribute to lower taxed  In effect income split – bond income assessed to life 
 beneficiaries  office and excluded for personal MTR

Tax – CGT CGT 50% discounting flows through to beneficiaries No CGT – investors, beneficiaries or portfolios

Tax reporting Taxable income declared annually and CGT records  None for investor 
 maintained – TFN required No TFN required

Table 3.  

 Private companies  Imputation bonds

Duration and vesting Company has perpetual succession At term (1-99 yrs) or earlier death of the life insured

Control Directors’ control is subject to ultimate share holders’ rights Bond owner(s) control

Changing ownership Yes – shares are transferable – (CGT consequences) Yes – tax effectively by assignment

Asset protection Yes – shareholder liability limited to unpaid on shares Yes – bond and proceeds (unlimited)

Tax – entity / structure Retained earnings in company annually taxed at 30%  Tax-paid (income and capital) at “effective”  
  16% – 29.5% or nominal 30%

Tax –  distributions and  Shareholders annually taxed on dividends at MTR Gains taxable at bond owner’s MTR (reducing to 2/3 
credits and offsets Assessable dividend value notionally grossed-up by  in the 9th and 1/3 in 10th yr), but 30% tax offset 
 any imputation credits Tax-free after 10 yrs and death 
  Franking credits at bond fund level reduce effective  
  tax rate

Tax – losses Losses cannot be distributed to shareholders Losses applied against net portfolio growth

Tax – CGT Capital gains held within company are not concessionally taxed No CGT – investors, beneficiaries or portfolios 
 Capital losses not deductible against ordinary income All losses are deductible against income

Tax reporting Taxable income declared annually and CGT records  None for investor 
 maintained No TFN required

Table 4.  

COMPARING SUPERANNUATION NOMINATIONS AND BOND NOMINATIONS

Like super, imputation bonds allow nomination of beneficiaries to receive proceeds upon the investor’s death … and by-pass will and 
probate procedures.

Unlike superannuation binding nominations, imputation bond nominations are not subject to trustee discretions, nor do they face natural 
person restrictions as to the range of possible beneficiaries.12 Imputation bond nominations can also be revoked or changed at any time 
to suit changing family circumstances, such as adding new beneficiaries.
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Besides “tax-free” distributions, a nomination has the advantage 
of the bond’s investment benefits by-passing a client’s will and not 
forming part of his/her legal estate. Thus, they can be paid directly 
to bond beneficiaries without the cost and burden of normal 
probate and estate procedures – and what’s more – these proceeds 
are not available to claimants against the client’s estate, including 
for family provision or in testator’s family maintenance claims. 

Multiple and additional lives insured

By using the multiple “lives insured” feature, imputation bond 
investment benefits can be structured to continue after the bond 
owner’s death in the hands of a trustee, executor, or estate 
administrator. Thereby, its investment maturity can be matched 
to specific planning objectives at its full intended investment 
term, such as for meeting higher education expenses or for a 
long-dated endowment.

Imputation bonds also have a special feature allowing an additional 
life or lives insured to be added during the course of the bond. 
This is possible because life insurance “investment” business does 
not require the bond owner to have an “insurable interest”13 in 
the life insured – however, there needs to be continuity traceable 
to the original life insured so as to not jeopardise the bond’s tax 
status by creating a new policy when adding a life insured.

Children’s advancement bond  
– an estate planning gem

This feature enables an imputation bond to automatically vest 
(without personal taxation or CGT consequences) in a 
nominated child when he or she reaches a set vesting age of 
between 10 and 25 years.

A bond might be structured in this fashion, say for education 
funding, a first home deposit or simply an unspecified endowment 
at a particular age.

Vesting could be structured to occur after a grandparent’s death, 
and until that time the grandparent retains full ownership and 
control of the bond, including being able to make personal use 
withdrawals (or perhaps to pay education costs), to switch 
investments, or even change the grandchild’s vesting age. 

In comparison, if this type of financial provision for children was 
settled under a trust,(such as a testamentary trust), it would be 
difficult, inflexible and costly to unwind.

Philanthropic bequests

Imputation bonds have a unique nomination mechanism 
allowing philanthropic bequests to charities, churches, hospitals, 
schools etc. This mechanism can be important to enable a 
nomination to be made in secret14 or to put these types of 
bequests beyond challenge of estate beneficiaries. Charitable 
bequests can be the easy targets of disgruntled or distant relative 
claims under contested wills.

The bond’s facility also offers flexibility to nominate its proceeds 
to pass to any legal entity, including companies and/or 
incorporated associations.

Simplifying complex wills and estates

The qualities of a bond nomination being outside the deceased’s 
legal estate, being able to be made in secret, and being beyond 
estate claims, opens strategies to use them in conjunction with a 
will or as alternative estate planning arrangement. 

Some illustrations using a bond nomination include: 

l making financial provision for the children of previous 
marriages or a new spouse’s children;

l solving potential conflicts and inequities between children 
and grandchildren that might be difficult to handle under a 
will; or

l privately meeting moral obligations to an employee or friend. 

EDUCATION FUNDING
As Australia’s education system becomes more “user-pays” – 
parents (and very commonly) grandparents are increasingly 
bearing the financial burden for their children’s education. You 
only need to do the sums for three kids in private schools at say 
$15,000 each for 12 years – how does a family amass over 
$500,000 after tax to fund education? 

This is a major financial planning challenge and superannuation 
won’t help – if anything it hinders things due its drain on family 
finances and inaccessibility.

Imputation bonds are an ideal way for locking-in dedicated 
funding for school fees, tertiary education (upfront payments get 
a 25 per cent discount), career training or for discharging a 
HECS/HELP debt. Importantly, parents (or grandparents) are 
able to retain control of the investment just if unforeseen 
circumstances arise with the child or there is a change of mind 
for non-education use.

Education funding is a one of the imputation bonds most popular 
applications, especially from grandparents using its “child 
advancement” feature. It is common for grandparents to set 
aside say, $10,000 or $20,000 as part of estate planning toward a 
grandchild’s education.

OVERCOME SUPERANNUATION’S MAIN ESTATE 
PLANNING LIMITATION 

Superannuation is favored by a lower 15 per cent ongoing fund 
tax, however as against an insurance bond it suffers a 16.5 per 
cent compulsory exit tax for “death” distributions to non-
dependants. (Importantly, this includes non-dependant 
children.) 

By contrast imputation bond distributions due to death are 
simply tax-free to all recipients regardless of dependency.
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DON’T OVERLOOK THE SUPERANNUATION 
OPPORTUNITIES
Whilst superannuation has a superior lower taxed environment, 
insurance bonds are the next best, (and basically only) alternative 
investment / tax product framework. Australia’s ‘simplified’ 
superannuation system has opened significant opportunities to 
use imputation bonds as an accessible and flexible alternative 
and/or complimentary strategy to superannuation.

Mandated exit conditions

Over recent years, Australia’s funds management industry has 
moved to a predominant superannuation focus, the key driver 
being the mandated contribution nature of this savings pool. 

However there are also mandated exit conditions for retirement 
income streams coming out of allocated pensions and annuities. 
These funds need a re-investment home and insurance bonds 
provide the natural and only tax/product alternative structure – 
their estate planning advantages against super add to this 
attraction. (See above.)

Redundancies and golden handshakes

Similar logic applies to redundancies, where the benefit of rolling 
over these ETP monies into superannuation has been removed 
(except in limited transition cases) – thereby making them 
taxable outside super as ordinary investment monies. 

Here, new scope has opened for insurance bonds to become the 
default roll-over vehicle. This should have greater relevance for 
the under 50’s, even if just for dripping these monies into the 
super system under the new undeducted contribution limits. 

Monies unable to get into super

There are also monies that many high net worth investor’s 
cannot get into superannuation due to age-based and work tests 
contribution restrictions. Some investors, such as non-working, 
widowed spouses have simply never had superannuation.

OTHER CLIENT STRATEGIES
Some other strategy-based applications for imputation bonds 
include:

l sinking fund strategies – accumulating tax-free lump 
sums for early mortgage payout, discharging geared 
investments and for meeting margin calls;

l for other “life-event” contingencies, such as endowments, 
health contingencies and retirement accommodation, or 
perhaps paying up health insurance from a certain age;

l building an investment nest-egg to draw-down over a future 
period as a tax-effective and flexible income stream;

l provisioning for a child or a loved one with a physical or 
intellectual disability; and 

l as dedicated funds to meet costs of financially maintaining 
children, such as in circumstances of a divorce.

From a tax planning perspective, ownership of an imputation 
bond by a child can overcome punitive taxation treatment for 
children owning investments where part of a child’s income 
might otherwise be taxed as high as 66 per cent MTR.

PENSION AND AGED CARE STRATEGIES
Imputation bonds cannot be structured to increase the age pension. 
This is because bond income is normally subject to the deeming 
rules of the income test. A marginal benefit may arise under the 
assets test … as a result of less frequent assets test assessment, if no 
further contributions or part-withdrawals are made. 

However, when the effect of Australia’s income-tested marginal 
tax rate is combined with various tax offsets (such as LITO, 
SATO15, and the Medicare levy and surcharge) and some welfare 
benefits (over given ranges), the real effective marginal tax bite 
on an additional dollar of earned income is often much higher 
than just the MTR. For example, a pensioner on a low nominal 
marginal tax rate of 15 per cent can be subject to a real effective 
marginal tax bite of up to 56.5 per cent! 

SUCCESSION PLANNING APPLICATIONS
Imputation bonds are a useful succession planning tool. 

For instance, an imputation bond can be established along side 
or incorporated into buy-sell agreements as a flexible financing 
structure to buy-out a business or property venture partner, or 
to handle succession of farm interests. The transferability of 
insurance bonds without personal tax or CGT implications is a 
clear benefit in succession planning applications.

TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR LOANS SECURED BY 
IMPUTATION BONDS 
Imputation bonds, (like other forms if insurance bonds) can be 
used as security for loans for a variety of purposes including, 
business, investment, or even private or domestic applications. 

Tax deductibility of interest should apply where the loan is used 
for business purposes, (such as for working capital and normal 
business outgoings) and for investment purposes, (such as 
investing into income producing investments, like shares, 
property and managed funds). This is a significant comparative 
advantage over superannuation, which has prohibitions on 
gearing and using superannuation as security.

When loan funds are used to finance a contribution or 
investment in the imputation bond itself, interest on the 
borrowing is not deductible. This is because the bond’s gains 
(like super) are capital by nature, and do not necessarily give rise 
to the generation of assessable income which would ordinarily 
be needed for tax deductibility. 

PROTECTIONS – CREDITORS AND BANKRUPTCY
As a form of life insurance, imputation bonds can enjoy special 
protections from creditors. Basically, both bond and the proceeds 
received from it are protected from creditors16. These protections 
apply to:

l Bonds taken out in respect of the life of the bankrupt or the 
spouse of the bankrupt; and

l the proceeds of such bonds received after the date of 
bankruptcy.

Importantly, the extent of the protection is unlimited17 – and it 
comes under the same arrangements as superannuation.
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When setting up an imputation bond planners should be mindful 
that that the protection is linked to the bond’s nominated life 
insured. Thus, in circumstances where the bond is established 
with the same person being both the bond owner and life 
insured, the ultimate bankruptcy of that person will afford the 
protection for that person’s investment. 

It is important also note that where a bond is set up in the name 
of a child, a company or a trust, the bankruptcy of a person or 
joint person nominated as life insured will not affect the 
ownership interest of the child, the company or trust – the bond 
will continue as normal and mature on the expiration of the 
nominated term (e.g. 15 years) or the prior death of the life 
insured (albeit a bankrupt).

WHAT’S IN STORE – HENRY TAX REVIEW
The taxation and legislative arrangements for insurance bonds 
have remained largely unchanged for decades (other than tax-
paid rate changes). By contrast super has been a moving feast 
of changes.18

The Federal Government, (via the Henry Tax Review) is 
currently reviewing the Australian tax system and a key term of 
reference is the taxation of savings, assets and investments. Its 
outcome may have major ramifications for the taxation of savings 
and insurance bonds.

In separate submissions made by the Investment and Financial 
Services Association (IFSA) and the friendly society industry, 

both bodies have pushed for a better tax deal for insurance 
bonds. Of major significance is IFSA’s submission19, which if 
accepted would see insurance bonds having :

l a reduced 20 per cent concessional tax rate (from 30 per 
cent);

l the benefit of 50 per cent CGT discounting at investment 
portfolio level;

l the current cond investor personal 30 per cent tax offset 
becoming fully refundable; and most notably

l investors getting tax–free access to investment proceeds 
after only 8 years (compared to current 10 years).

A separate Board of Taxation enquiry is also currently underway 
to consider the ATO’s and Government’s agenda to achieve 
CGT consistency across investment products. This is likely to 
either remove the 50 per cent CGT concession for trust 
investment products or to pave the way to allow it for life 
insurance structures. Either way the attractiveness of insurance 
bonds could be significantly enhanced.

It is also of some note that the Rudd Government is engaging in 
the use of dedicated investment structures for “life-event” 
savings – the new first home buyer accounts, has a tax-paid 15 
per cent rate and facilitates tax-free access provided it is directed 
to first home ownership.

There is an array of new opportunities for insurance bonds and 
financial advisers should reconsider this sometimes forgotten and 
overlooked structure. l

NOTES
1	 Tax-free	means	bond	proceeds	accessed	by	way	of	withdrawals,	maturity	payments	and	distributions	as	received	by	the	bond	owner	or	by	nominated	beneficiaries	and	estates	are	

free	of	personal	income	tax	and	CGT	obligations.

2	 Between	the	life	offices	and	friendly	cocieties	–	industry	FUM	is	estimated	to	have	peaked	at	over	$40	billion.

3	 “Tax-paid”	means	that	a	life	office,	(which	now	includes	a	friendly	society)	meets	the	tax	payments	and	reporting	obligations	on	the	bond’s	investment	income	during	its	
accumulation	phase,	instead	of	the	tax	being	paid	and	reported	by	the	underlying	bond	owner.

4	 Section	9(g)	Life Insurance Act 1995.

5	 Austock	Life	has	created	imputation	bonds	using	a	friendly	society	based	life	office	structure.

6	 See	sections	16H(3)	and	34(3).

7	 Bond	investment	gains	(reducing	to	2/3	in	the	9th	and	1/3	in	10th	year)	are	taxable	at	bond	owner’s	MTR,	and	30	per	cent	tax	offset	applies	on	whatever	amount	is	taxable.		
If	partial	withdrawals	are	made,	only	a	proportionate	amount	of	the	bond’s	growth	component	will	be	assessable.	
*	It	cannot	be	applied	against	the	Medicare	Levy.

8	 The	“tax-clock”	refers	to	the	bond’s	‘eligible	period’	commencing	with	the	first	contribution	and	running	for	10	years.		
4(a)	Consideration	of	the	legal	and	tax	efficacy	of	master	trusts	currently	promoting	no	CGT	when	switching	is	beyond	the	scope	of	this	article.

9	 The	transfer	must	be	done	without	consideration.

10	 For	the	2008	/	2009	tax	year.

11	 Distribution	to	estate	recipients	occurs	if	a	bond’s	nomination	feature	is	not	used	and/or	the	bond	is	not	jointly	owned.

12	 Superannuation’s	restricted	beneficiaries	can	be	both	an	estate	planning	and	tax	trap	in	certain	family	dynamics,	such	as	when	distributing	to	non-dependants.

13	 These	types	of	policy	do	not	have	a	insurance	risk	component	linked	to	the	life	insured.

14	 Normal	will	probate	processes	are	in	the	public	domain.

15	 Low	income	tax	offset,	senior	Australian	tax	offset.

16	 See	section	116	Bankruptcy Act 1966.

17	 It	previously	was	limited	to	the	extent	of	old	pension	RBL	–	now	removed	as	at	1	July	2007.

18	 The	Government’s	last	major	look	was	the	Ralph	Review	of	Business	Tax	in	the	late	1990s	–	decided	to	maintain	insurance	bonds	existing	tax	rules.

19	 IFSA	submission	to	the	Henry	Tax	Review	–	“Improving the Taxation Treatment of Life Insurance Bonds”	page	20.
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